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ABSTRACT

Owing to the increasing career paths with the diversified opportunities, choosing a suitable career has become the most important and crucial decision among students and obviously it has turned out as quite difficult decision in students. The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) stated that 40% of immediate graduates are in perplexing state towards their career option. This scenario is an unfortunate and leading the students to choose an inappropriate career path, sometimes the field of work may be irrelevant to their field of study or interest. Therefore, this unfavorable scenario may cause damage to the quality of human resource and productivity of organization as well. Hence, there is a need for counselling guidance to all graduating student community in order to guide them regarding career option at right direction. This proposed analytics would definitely help the students to select an institution and program or course in accordance to their field of interest, personality, trait, mental ability. This proposed analytics would definitely help the students to select an institution and program or course in accordance to their field of interest, personality, trait, mental ability. This module is also much helpful to colleges, managements, and universities to review the historical data pertaining to counselling records and college details.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The massive expansion and exploration of research in various domains created a huge number of career opportunities along with many diversified fields. This could be the underlying factor behind the confusion among the students belonging to intermediate or tenth or higher secondary education. Despite the wide options available for their career, the confusion among students is due to various reasons such as unawareness on available career option, lack of self-confident, lack of self assessment of their ability, perplex state on multiple field, lack interaction and exposure on current trend and ignorance on market boom. Apart from these factors, it has been stated psychologists that most of the students are possessing assumed social life, experiencing peer-pressure and inferiority complex even on their ability. The above discussions conclude that the student is self-misdirected to choose their inappropriate field, subsequently it leads to dissatisfaction on his duty, poor performance, anxiety, stress, social disregard and why not including health issues in later stage. In relevance to existing technological advancement, in addition to the manual guidance, I feel technology based career guidance will play major role on student psychology. Hence, this piece of research has been attempted not only in the interest of student community but also in favour of organizations and nations.

1.1 Motivation

An academic institutions need to focus on developing decision making quality of students in addition to providing quality education and training. The system should also analyze the various aspects that plays keen role in the educational sector. Among all functions of education, counseling guidance should
be one of the major aspects of quality education. So the present project is focused to analysis of counseling guidance by using big data. This project is motivated to perform the analysis of historical counseling data sets for producing optimum predictive results by using hadoop-hive software which was used to analyze, to store, and for processing the counseling data sets. This project can also be used to perform various big data operations such as extraction, transformation, and loading, especially to generate the results. Here will take historical counseling data sets in year wise manner, and will analyze these historical data sets by using big data concepts and some software tools like hadoop-hive.

1.2 Scope
The defined activities of this system are appended below:
1. This system allows visualizing the analysis report in table and graphical formats for following categories
   - Student Population
   - Seat Filling by Category
   - Performance
   - Branches are Choosing Mostly
   - Colleges are Choosing Mostly
   - Placements
   - NBA
   - NAAC
   - Autonomous
2. This analysis allows university to analyze their affiliated college details.
3. It differentiate two or more colleges with respect to performance, placements, student-staff ratio, affiliations and student rating.
4. This analysis includes historical data sets so that accuracy will be relatively more.

1.3 Objective:
The main objective of this application is to analyze historical datasets of various colleges affiliated to one university and comparing the college performance with respect to placements, student- staff ratio, affiliations, students’ performance and student rating.

1.4 Organization
Counseling guidance on the basis of the concept “big data analytics” was developed by using On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) rules.

Modules
List of all modules
1. Student Population
2. Seat Filling by Category
3. Staff student ratio
4. Performance
5. Branches are Choosing Mostly
6. Colleges are Choosing Mostly
7. Placements
8. Staff Info
9. NBA accredited colleges
10. NAAC accredited colleges
11. Autonomous

1. Student Population
In this module, the student details were displayed in year wise manner using both table and graph format. The results were displayed by using visualization software. The canvasjs visualization software was used to visualizing the results. Gender wise students were displayed separately and finally the year wise value as total was calculated at the end. In graph, bar was designed to represent each gender, in such a way that the cursor move on bar, the application shall display the relevant gender with a total number of students.

2. Seat Filling by Category
In this module, various categories of seats can be displayed in year wise pattern using table format and also in graph format. In the developed application, three admission categories, viz, convener, management and NRI were employed. Same as above, each bar in the graphical representations shows respective admission category, if we move cursor on to the bar it will display the relevant category along with the total student number students.
3. **Staff Student Ratio**
In this module, student staff ratio shall be displayed in year wise manner using table format and also in graph formats. In graph, bars represents student and staff count (year wise).

4. **Performance**
In this module performance of each college was calculated by using total students average marks in year wise manner. This performance was calculated in terms of percentages. Performance was displayed by using table format and graph formats. Each bar represents one year performance of overall colleges. Individual performance of colleges are displayed in table in year wise manner.

5. **Branches are choosing Mostly**
In this module branches are choosing mostly by the students were displayed by using table format and graph format.

6. **Colleges are choosing Mostly**
In this module colleges are choosing mostly by the students were displayed by using table format and graph format.

7. **Placements**
In this module placement details were displayed with count. Placement details were displayed by using table format as well graph format in year wise manner.

8. **Staff Info**
In this module, staff details are displayed in numerical count. The categories of staff included were, professor, associate professor and assistant professor. Staff details are displayed by using table format and graph format. In graph, each bar represents respective staff category counts in year wise manner.

9. **NBA Accredited Colleges**
In this module, a list of NBA accredited colleges were included and displayed in table format. This information was used in the evaluation process of a particular college. Based on the accreditation status, the allocated points shall be added to the college, that would serve as advantage to college.

10. **NAAC Accredited Colleges**
In this module, lists of NAAC accredited colleges were displayed in table format. Then information was evaluated. Based on the accreditations, the points shall be added as advantage to the college.

11. **Autonomous Colleges**
In this module autonomous colleges were displayed in table format. This information will be used in evaluation process of a college. Based on the Accreditations, the points will be added as advantage to the college.

**Figure 1. Use case Diagram**

**II. LITERATURE SURVEY**

Now a day, the globe is becoming a computerized cage, in this technical scenario; it is quite impossible to analyze the historical data sets by using routine manual techniques. Moreover, it is manual techniques cannot analyze and produce results within a stipulated period. An ability of the process of predicting the career path of immediate graduate
can be beneficial if a huge number of techniques or applications are connected in an education structure [1]. In literature various performances were compared on a data set which has been composed of different responses from student community to evaluation questionnaire by using accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity performance metrics [2]. With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT) and Web 2.0 technologies, there has been a incredible growth in the quantum of data generated [3]. Still college managements are using traditional web applications or manual techniques for analyzing the traditional historical data sets. The ambiguity will arise when we are dealing with historical data sets. It takes longer time to analyze and producing optimum results. The reported traditional technologies such as Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) has own its disadvantages to process big data and new technologies [3].

### III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The performances are compared on the data set which has been comprised of various responses obtained from students through a real course evaluation questionnaire. It was appraised for their accuracy, precision, recall, and specificity performance metrics.

Attribute is defined as a information that determines the property of a field. The counselling guidance by the use of big data analytics attributes and shall play major role for performing analysis, it means the entire analysis is done based on attributes characteristics. Attribute is defined as a information that determines the property of a field. The counselling guidance by the use of big data analytics attributes and shall play major role for performing analysis, it means the entire analysis is done based on attributes characteristics. A data set or dataset is nothing but it is a collection of data. Most commonly a data set corresponds to the contents of an attribute. Generating datasets in this project plays major role till end of the project. Here, we took nearly 6,50,000+ datasets were collected for Counselling guidance using bigdata analytics.

#### Algorithm

Study on what attributes affects performance of a college with respect to students

1. Generate datasets at random
2. Apply Extraction and Transformation on datasets
3. Load the dataset into hadoop(HDFS)
4. Design patterns for analysis
5. Use appropriate framework for querying on datasets(hive)
6. Categorize results based on certain patterns
7. Visualize the results
8. Report Generation

![Figure 2. Algorithm](http://ijsrcseit.com)
counselling guidance using big data analytics, CSV file format was employed. HDFS is abbreviated as “Hadoop Distributed File System”. HDFS hold huge data sets and access us to handle easily. The storage and processing of the immense data is usually done by multiple machines. Unlike routine storage system, in our project, files are designed in such a way to store in a superfluous fashion and also it can preserve the system from possible damage, data loss or failure. HDFS is also provides all applications for the purpose of parallel processing. Pattern is an input task for processing particular data sets in big data analytics. In this application module, a number of patterns included which were designed based on the user requirements. Apache Hive is well known warehouse software data base which had been built on the apex of Apache Hadoop especially for data summarization, query and analysis. Hive software aids various manual processes such reading, writing, and management of large scale data which is residing in the distributed storage using SQL like querying. In this application, the selected structure can also be projected on a available data which is already in storage. A command line tool and JDBC driver are being provided to connect users to Hive and after completion on hive tasks, results can be generated. These results can be stored into separate files on the basis of different patterns mentioned in fifth step of algorithm. Visualization of the results and the obtained from the hive processing are stored as csv file. By using Canvasjs technology we can also visualize those results into a table format and also as graph format. This final report shall show us entire counselling guidance analysis in a web page format with User Interface effects. Report generation is process of displaying analysis results by using java, html, css. Here results will be displayed according to the requirements.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Project Counselling Guidance Using Big data Analytics was developed in order to minimize maintaining large set of counselling records of entire University. For quick analysis regarding counselling and college information under particular university, this project was very helpful. This shows that for selecting a career of a student is important factor, but also the interest of the student and the capacity of the student to take that courses are also important. Using this system, the student just needs to choose their career option based on the analysis. Thus, the effort required to search the colleges will also reduce. This project was developed as web application based big data analysis. So it is user friendly environments to understand the analysis reports in tabular and graphical formats.
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